Simple Past vs Past Progressive

Find the second part of the sentence and write down the whole sentence by putting the verb in brackets into the Past Continuous or Past Simple. The first one has been done for you.

1. I (dream)   a. she (feel) a sudden pain in her back
2. When Mary (see) the question   b. when she (drive) on the motorway
3. The train (wait)   c. when I (find) a $10 note between two pages
4. Ella (have) a puncture   d. the crowd (walk) in
5. When I (try) the pudding   e. she (know) the answer
6. When Karen (lift) the chair   f. when the alarm clock (ring)
7. When the gates (open)   g. I (like) it
8. I (read) a library book   h. when we (arrive) at the station

1. I was dreaming when the alarm clock rang.____________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________________________________
6. ____________________________________________________________________
7. ____________________________________________________________________
8. ____________________________________________________________________